SUSAN WOOD

Aug. 5, ’74 – Regina, Sask., Canada

Dear Ross,
’ve spent the last 2½ months Meaning to Write to thank you for Fangle. I’ve also spent time
trying to finish my PhD dissertation, by the simple expedient of throwing out 2 years’ work and
starting over. With that, and other things, the locs-to-be-written have piled up, and up…
So, before I put it off again:
I like Fangle. I enjoy here’s-where-my-head-is-at zines. I want to write a lengthy loc, but I know
I won’t, until my head is out of Canadian Agrarian Novels, at least. (Dulldulldull)
I’d appreciate the next. Hope it doesn’t take as long. Do you want review/mention?
Under separate cover cometh AMOR, which is where my head was at last May.
Lord, I really want to loc Fangle. Sigh. Was talking to Richard Labonte recently about how
strange it is to see a two-year-old letter in print…
But the Land calls. There is one hell of a lot of land in Canadian novels. Which is basically what
my thesis says, in 360 pages of Academic Jargon—
Best,

I

NORM AN HOCHBERG

July 31, 1974 – New York, NY

an I tell you a boring story? Well, I will anyway. A few years ago when I joined TAPS, Dan
Goodman and some other fan were arguing over the intelligibility of the song lyrics of one
Dave Mason. Anxious to show the two how interested I was in their conversation (which I
was) I immediately piped up with something like “Yea, I once tried to understand the lyrics to a song
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on his Alone Together album.” In the next mailing I was informed that the Dave Mason that they
were talking about wasn’t the same one I was.
Since then, I try to keep my trap shut when entering conversations “already in progress.” Which
sort of does apply to Fangle 2. Not totally, but in a way. So, for the nonce, I shall try to avoid
sticking my feet into my oral cavity. It tastes bad. (It leaves a bad taste in my mouith??)
By the way, thanks for Fangle 2. I’d seen a copy at Moshe Feder’s a week or so ago in one of
my very rare fan outings, and thought I’d write to you for a copy. Then, lo and behold! It arrived a
little while later in my own mail drop. Thanks. The same things keeping me from Moshe’s are also
keeping me from Insurgents (and Fanoclasts, and conventions, and...) And I felt sure you’d forgotten
all about me.
The most comment-worthy thing to me in Fan 2 was “Crosstalk’s” mention of your lethargy.
Lemmee tell you Ross, I suffer from that too, and it’s bad on the finances.
Right now I’m trying to break into the film business. And I am doing it, but things are moving
slowly. I get maybe 8 days of employment out of every 20. Hardly enough to live on, regardless of
the high pay for those 8 days.
So I do temporary work – typing, mostly. The temp agencies don’t pay super great but they do
pay and leave me the freedom to work for them only when I don’t have a film job. It’s a nice
arrangement save for one thing – I have to make the effort to call them. And sometime I just don’t
want to. A lot of the time.
It’s a hard thing to break out of, but as I am learning, the film business requires hustling too. I
just pray (to whomever receives this sort o nonsense) that I can make the adjustment (for the temp
jobs and the film jobs) as well as you seem to have done.
There’s really not much more that I can say other then “Sure you’ll keep up your schedule.
Suuuurrrre you will.”
Good luck,

P.S. Bee-yoo-tee-ful cover. I didn’t know M.C. Escher knew you. How did he put you in the picture?
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